
Where stories come from
Everywhere!


Stories literally come from everywhere. We just 
have to pay attention. 


If something piques your interest, chances are 
that story/topic/issue will probably interest other 
people, too!



Identifying story ideas

• News can come from events that are sudden and 
unpredictable.


• News can come from scheduled events (rallies, meetings, 
sporting events, dances, etc.)


• From news releases alerting media to noteworthy events 
or topics.


• From ideas generated by readers, editors, friends, YOU!



Breaking news
• Breaking news events are sudden, and reporters generally aren’t 

prepared.


• The event is not the only story. 


• Coverage includes follow-up stories, side stories about people affected, 
an examination of the broader issue.


• Try to get as close to the action or scene as you can, but keep personal 
safety in mind.


• Be in contact with editors or the adviser when you encounter a breaking 
news event.


• Don’t forget to take pictures, even if it’s with a cell phone.



Event coverage

• More prepared.


• More predictable.


• Broadly cover the issue before the event takes place. (As 
much as you can, of course)


• Know your facts. Know the background. Know their 
responses before you hear it (as best as you can, of 
course). HAVE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS.



News releases

• Many news releases aren't news. They’re self-promotion 
and belong in advertising.


• If you get a news release that is newsworthy, remember 
that it’s likely partisan.


• DO YOUR RESEARCH. EXPLORE AN OPPOSING SIDE.



Generating story ideas

• Most good story ideas involve issues, trends, ideas, 
people.


• Investigative journalism explores these issues, trends, 
ideas, people, topics with a giant magnifying glass. No or 
few stones left unturned. Investigative reports and series 
should be all-encompassing and explore a variety of 
angles that include statistics or other hard data.



Finding good sources

• Good reporting relies on good sources.


• Speak to experts on the topic/issue/event. 


• Speak to those affected.


• Sources are teachers, students, school administrators, 
community professionals.



Sources

• Select sources for relevance.


• Check sources for accuracy.


• Balance sources for fairness.


• Cultivate sources for tips and story ideas.


• Don’t burn your sources!



Interviews
• Look professional. 


• Be prepared.


• Avoid email interviews.


• Be observant. Look for hesitation, emotion, listen to their 
responses.


• Take good notes. It’s a good idea to record interviews, but don’t 
become dependent on recordings. TAKE GOOD NOTES.


• Polite, but probing. Sympathetic, but skeptical. Ask hard questions 
that are appropriate, even when it’s uncomfortable.



Interviews
• Relax. Be friendly and curious. Don’t show fear.


• Remember, you’re in charge of the interview.


• Start with the basics: Name, age, title, etc. Double-check spellings.


• Begin with the softball questions.


• Ask continuation questions (Avoid questions that prompt “yes” or “no” answers)


• Make sure questions get answered. When an answer is unclear or you feel the 
person being interviewed is dodging your question, rephrase the question. Keep 
asking until you get the answer.


• Ask follow-up questions (How do you know that? Can you give me an example? 
Please explain that? And…?)


• Don’t give your opinion or take sides. Period.


• Save your toughest questions for last.



Quotations

• All stories must have quotations.


• Quotes give stories personality, and they tell stories in the 
sources words.



Direct quotes

• Direct quotations state exactly, word for word, what 
someone said or wrote. The quoted statements always 
begin and end with quotation marks. Attribution usually 
follows.


• “This is the best darn pizza I’ve ever had,” sophomore 
John Johnson said. “I could eat it every day.”



Partial quotes

• Partial quotes are used when a direct quote is too long or 
badly phrased, but you want to incorporate it into your 
own sentence.


• John Johnson said the pizza at JHS was far better than 
the “cardboard slices” served at his old school.



Paraphrased quotes

• When you summarize what a person said without using 
the exact words or using quotation marks.


• Sophomore John Johnson said he prefers the pizza 
served at JHS over the Italian treat served at his old 
school. 


